
Cable StripperCable Stripper

   Applications      Cabtyre cable, Removal of sheath from a cord, communication cable, and so on.

Light-weight and compact 
portable model.

Easy-handling non-slip pad 
on retaining hardware.
Easy-handling non-slip pad 
on retaining hardware.

Easy-to-grasp non-slip 
ergonomic grip.
Easy-to-grasp non-slip 
ergonomic grip.

Enables to adjust the cutting depth 
with a dial on the bottom.
Enables to adjust the cutting depth 
with a dial on the bottom.

Easy to strip the wire sheath
simply by turning the stripper 
aroung the cable.

Easy to strip the wire sheath
simply by turning the stripper 
aroung the cable.

EDP No.141224
3700KS
Applicable 
Wire O/D Φ4～16mm

EDP No.141225
3700KM
Applicable 
Wire O/D Φ8～28mm



Cable Stripper Cable Stripper

Wire Stripper

17062000.00

●NEVER USE FOR HOT-LINE JOB. RISQUE OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK. ●This product is not insulated. 
●Don't finger the blade to avoid injury. ●Use this product after understanding the suitable applications, sizes, and how to use. 
●Keep this product away from children.

CAUTION

Best Seller! Wire Stripper Series

3500E-1 3500E-2

●Accessory: Replacement blade (1piece)(stored inside)

●Lightweight (100g), compact handy type.
●Diamond finely polished blade for precision stripping.
●AWG-mm-m㎡ conversion table on the grip.

●Accessory: Replacement blade (1piece)(stored inside)

No. 3700KS No. 3700KM

How to replace blades

How to use

                        Applicable    
                            （Stripping range）  

 131 79 Sheath dia.4～16mm 10 141224
 

      

 Model No.  EDP No.
Overall
Length
(mm)

Inner
Ctn.

(Piece)

Inner
Ctn.

(Piece)
Weight

(g)

Cardboard size : 185×75×32mm

3700KS

                        Applicable    
                            （Stripping range）  

 133 80 Sheath dia.8～28mm 10 141225
 

      

 Model No.  EDP No.
Overall
Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cardboard size : 185×75×32mm

3700KM

Inner
Ctn.

(Piece)

Outer
Ctn.

(Piece)
 Model No.

Solid wire (mm)
Standard wire (mm)

Solid wire (mm)
Standard wire (mm)

 Handle  EDP No.
Overall
Length
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Cardboard size : 220×75×13mm

1) Adjust the blade cutting depth
    by turning the dial on the bottom.

1) Unfasten 2 screws on the body.

2) Hold a cable with the retainig 
    hardware and sink the blade into 
    the cable.

2) Lift slightly the upper cover 
    and slide it toward the dial 
    to open.

3) Hold the cable and push up 
    the stripper from downside 
    to cut the sheath, like the
    illustration above.

3) Replace the used blade with 
    the new one. Mount it on the 
    same place.

4) Move laterally the stripper while 
    holding the cable to strip the sheath.

4) Re-assemble in the reverse 
    order of disassembly. Check 
    the rotation of the dial.

*Improper adjustment of the depth
 may cause damage on the wires or 
 on the blade.

*The edge of the retaining hardware is 
  convenient to peel off the solid sheath 
  by insert it into the cutting trace.
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